
Mendocino Turning Guild May 2013 Meeting 
 
The May meeting was held in Les Cizik’s shop - 400 North Harrison (corner of Harrison and Laurel).   Bill 
Effinger was absent, so there was no treasury report.  Also this newsletter is being written by Russ, so if 
you find errors do not blame Bill.   
 
Russ gave the education report.  He shared how he turned a dowel and attached sponge rubber to the end 
of the dowel and then was able to hold a square piece, with a hole in it, on the lathe to turn and finish a 
salt and/or pepper shaker.   

 
Drill hole & turn tendon Insert  tendon & compress           turn shaker between centers 
 
Buck shared that there were several new members in attendance and they were introduced to the group.  
There were 22 members in attendance.    
 
Show and tell was interesting.  Les shared a lidded vessel he turned. The first lid was too loose, so he 
made a porcupine quill holder out of it and made a new lid for the vessel.  Roger shared the first bowl he 
turned at Lee’s shop.  Great first bowl, Roger!  Wendell shared a couple miniature turnings he made out of 
a root.  Buck was put on notice that someone was encroaching on his miniature turnings.  That brought a 
laugh from all.  Lee shared a large bowl he turned out of a Japanese wood no one could pronounce.  Russ 
shared salt and pepper shakers.   

 
 



 
 

 
Roger’s first bowl   Lee’s Japanese bowl                   Russ’ salt and pepper shake 

This is what Wendell will be demonstrating.  Can you imagine how it 
is turned????? 
 
The demonstration done by Wendell was a form of off center turning.  He started with the piece held in a 
chuck and turned a hole in the top and shaped the side as a wine glass with a narrow stem.  THEN, he 
loosened the piece in the chuck and moved it off center and started to cut on the lower portion of the 
vessel while it was wobbling in front of him.  Surprisingly, it remained in the chuck and he turned the 
lower portion of the vessel in such a way that it looked crooked, but beautiful.  This is definitely a unique 
way to attain a one of a kind attractive turning.  A picture is worth a 1000 words and here are the 
pictures that tell the story of off center turning.  Great demo Wendell!  
 



 
Explaining the process                            Turning the first portion 
 

 
Now that is amazing.  Note the tilt on the goblet in the chuck for the second turning.  
 
The group requested the next meeting topic to be sharpening.  It will be held in Les’ shop June 9th.   


